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reachers
open-jaw reachers

Life

™

Life

™

flexible jaw (DOT) reachers

B

40" reacher

C

A

30" reacher

■ durable metal frame

■ flexible jaw with rubber cups will hold item
tightly

■ aids patient with limited reach and
hand strength

R

■ full hand trigger allows for more strength to be
used than a conventional finger trigger

■ pistol grip has magnetic tip to
retrieve objects

■ pick up a variety of objects ranging in size and
weight

■ drag lug helps position products for easy
pickup

■ suction cup ends to assist in lifting items

■ open-jaw (closes when squeezed)

non-folding

50-1108 20" pistol grip 10.00
10.00
12.50

A 50-1100 26", 6 oz
B 50-1101 32", 8 oz

50-1102

C 50-1106

folding

26", folds to 14"
32", folds to 16"

deluxe reachers

50-1134
50-1133
50-1131
50-1130

12.50
15.00

50-1139

20" reacher
26" reacher
32" reacher
40" reacher

replacement suction cup, each

end post
lock-on clip

dressing hook

magnetic
tip

ergonomic
handle

magnet

■ lightweight reacher has an
ergonomic trigger that is operated
with whole hand

■ frame resists twisting and bending

ADL

3.00

reachers

Raptor® reachers

full-hand
trigger

■ durable, lightweight reacher

■ the jaw opens a full 2½" and
provides a tight grip on even the
smallest items

■ includes magnet for picking up
metal objects and a hook to aid
with dressing

■ 24" long, 6 oz

50-1140
50-1141
50-1142

50-1150 Raptor® reacher

194

10.00
12.50
12.50
15.00

24" standard reacher
30" long reacher
35" x-long reacher

12.50
15.00
17.50

■ a hook-like extension on the front
can be used as a dressing aid

■ comfortable ergonomic handle
with trigger action

■ 3" jaw opening with slip-resistant
surface assures a secure grip
■ magnetic tip helps pick up small
metal objects

■ end post can be used to help with
dressing and pulling items closer

■ use lock-on clip to store reacher
on walker or wheelchair
15.00

50-1114

26" long

Fabrication Enterprises, PO Box 1500, White Plains, New York 10602 USA
tel: 800-431-2830  914-345-9300

Orders@FabEnt.com

fax: 800-634-5370  914-345-9800

12.50
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